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ABSTRACT
We propose a scheme to construct a family of large and high-
performance interconnection networks that are scalable, low-radix,
minimum diameters. These networks, whose diameters grow lin-
early as their sizes grow exponentially, are generated by using the
Cartesian products of smaller optimal networks of minimum diam-
eters. For the smaller base networks, we design the vertex-balanced
routing algorithm by considering the forwarding pressure at each
vertex. Comparative benchmarks on a Beowulf cluster show sig-
nificant improvement in performance after using the new routing
algorithm. Each node of the new network generated from base
graphs with low-diameter can also sustain balanced forwarding
loadings if we apply optimal routing algorithms to the base network.
Simulation results for larger networks show that the optimal rout-
ing algorithms achieve the gain of communication performance.
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1 PRODUCT NETWORKS
The Cartesian product G = G1 ⊗ G2 of two undirected connected
graphsG1 = (V1, E1) andG2 = (V2, E2) is also the undirected graph
G = (V , E), where the vertex for G can be presented as a two-
tuples ⟨u1,u2⟩ and V = {⟨u1,u2⟩|u1 ∈ V1 and u2 ∈ V2}, and the
set of edges is E = {(⟨u1,u2⟩, ⟨v1,v2⟩)|((u1 = v1) and (u2,v2) ∈

E2) or ((u2 = v2) and (u1,v1) ∈ E1)}. If G1 = G2, the graph G
is named as folded graph, and G1 is Peterson graph, we can get
Folded Peterson Graph(FPn ) [4]. The Cartesian product has many
desirable properties including

• the size S() of G1 ⊗ G2 is S(G) = S(G1) · S(G2),
• the degree d() of G1 ⊗ G2 is d(G) = d(G1) + d(G2),
• the diameter δ () of G1 ⊗ G2 is δ (G) = δ (G1) + δ (G2),
• G1 ⊗ G2 is isomorphic to G2 ⊗ G1.

These properties imply that the size of the graph increases in multi-
ples but the diameter increase in sum formula, which is a desirable
feature for designing large-scale interconnection networks.

For small clusters, we have got some optimal graphs with min-
imal diameters and MPLs [2, 6] for order 16 and 32, confirmed
enhancement of the communication peformance. These graphs, if
used as base grphas, help create larget-scale networks. If we com-
bine minimum-diameter-based graphs, e.g., Peterson graph, Levi
graph, we can construct many larger networks of size under 1000
by two-layer products.

2 VERTEX-BALANCED ROUTING
ALGORITHM

In the distributed network such as regular graph based networks,
messages in source-destination pair exchange via other nodes in
most conditions. Then, each node is not going to do computing but
also need to forward data. Each node, while performing the tasks
of computing, facilities data movements, resulting in potential load
imbalance and network congestion. Our proposed vertex-balanced
routing algorithm will balance the data-motion loads while travers-
ing on the minimum-hop path between each node.

The routing algorithm can be described in two stages. The first
stage of this algorithm is to enumerate all the shortest paths be-
tween all source-destination pairs. In stage 2, we choose the optimal
path in the next stage if there existed two or more shortest paths be-
tween two nodes. The second stage can be written in mixed-integer
nonlinear programming (MINLP) as follows,

min
N∑
k=1

(
dk −

∑
dk
N

)2
Subject to: ∀sj ∈ {0, 1},∀pk j ∈ {0, 1}

ngroup∑
i=1

дi jsj = 1

dk = hk +

nroute∑
j=1

pk jsj

(1)

Here, N is the number of vertices, dk is the forwarding loads or
node k , pk j means that path j pass node k , sj means whether path j
is to be selected, hk is the fixed transmission load that has only one
path. Fig.1 defines the variable pk j ; there existed two paths from
node 1 to node 7 in the graph, the matrix pk j reflects the detailed
nodes that path j will passes through. The matrix дi j is the group
matrix that paths of the same source-destination pair located in the
same group as shown in Fig.2. Also, the constraint of sj hint that
one source-destination pair only has one path.

If we apply this algorithm toG1 andG2, and
∑N
k=1 (dk −

∑
dk/N )2 =

0 (d1 = d2 = d3 . . .), forwarding loads for G1 ⊗ G2 is balanced nat-
urally [5]. The deduction implied that using the product network
to amplify the vertex balanced strategy can help us create a larger
networks with high routing efficiency.

3 BENCHMARKS
For small graphs, mathematics optimization software (LINGO [3])
is used to solve the problem (1) and benchmarking on the routing is
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�
Node Path 1 Path 2 Path 3 Path 4 Path n

1 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 1 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 0
8 1 1 0 0 0
9 1 0 0 1 0
10 0 0 0 1 1
11 0 0 0 0 0
12 0 0 1 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0
15 0 0 0 0 1
16 0 1 0 0 0

Figure 1: Definition of variable pk j .
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S3 + S4 = 1
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Figure 2: Definitions of variable дi j and sj .

performed. Our routing algorithms improve substantially the speeds
for Graph500, as a benchmark baseline to stress the communication
subsystem of the system.

For larger graphs of product networks, we use SimGrid [1] and
select the benchmarks that largely depend on global communication
to evaluate the performance of balanced routing. The benchmark
results of bandwidth efficiency, MPI all-to-all, and NPB FT reflect
that optimal routing can improve performance tremendously than
simple routing generated by the Floyd-Warshall algorithm.
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